Inter-Eye Association of Visual Field Defects in Glaucoma and Its Clinical Utility
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Purpose: To investigate intereye associations of visual field (VF) defects.

Methods: We selected 24-2 VF pairs of both eyes from 63,604 patients tested on the same date with mean deviation (MD) ≥ −12 dB. VFs were decomposed into one normal and 15 defect patterns previously identified using archetypal analysis. VF pattern weighting coefficients were correlated between the worse and better eyes, as defined by MD. VF defect patterns (weighting coefficients > 10%) in the better eye were predicted from weighting coefficients of the worse eye by logistic regression models, which were evaluated by area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).

Results: Intereye correlations of archetypal VF patterns were strongest for the same defect pattern between fellow eyes. The AUCs for predicting the presence of 15 defect patterns in the better eye based on the worse eye ranged from 0.69 (superior nasal step) to 0.92 (near total loss). The AUC for predicting superior paracentral loss was 0.89. Superior paracentral loss in the better eye was positively correlated with coefficients of superior paracentral loss, central scotoma, superior altitudinal defect, nasal hemianopia, and inferior paracentral loss in the worse eye, and negatively correlated with coefficients of the normal VF, superior peripheral defect, concentric peripheral defect, and temporal wedge. The parameters are presented in the descending order of statistical significance.

Conclusions: VF patterns of the worse eye are predictive of VF defects in the better eye.

Translational Relevance: Our models can potentially assist clinicians to better interpret VF loss under measurement uncertainty.
Introduction

Glaucoma diagnosis and monitoring are based on both structural and functional assessments, which can be affected by individual eye anatomy variations.1–7 Prior work has leveraged the asymmetry or symmetry in glaucomatous damage between eyes to make a disease diagnosis.8 Intereye differences in optic disc characteristics,9–11 retinal nerve fiber layer thickness,12–15 intraocular pressure,16–21 and visual field (VF) sensitivity19,22–24 have been suggested as markers of early glaucoma. Although it is known that VF sensitivities between fellow eyes are correlated, it remains largely inconclusive whether VF loss is more likely to occur in the same or different regions.

Understanding correlation in VF loss patterns between fellow eyes of glaucoma patients is a subject of both clinical and scientific significance. Clinically, if there are high correlations in patterns of VF loss between fellow eyes, it would be feasible to use VF features of one eye to predict the VF loss defect present in the fellow eye. The predictive model could help clinicians better determine whether a defect in the better eye is real or the result of random fluctuation and decide whether a confirmatory or supplemental test should be done sooner. For example, a central VF defect can often be missed on the 24-2 pattern and requires a 10-2 VF test to detect the damage.25 Furthermore, understanding intereye correlations can inform patients about the likely course of disease, for instance, if glaucomatous paracentral loss in one eye will be followed by a similar pattern of loss in the fellow eye. From a research perspective, the question of whether VF loss patterns are related between eyes is important because of its implications for pathophysiology. There is ongoing debate regarding the etiology (e.g., biomechanical, vascular, and genetic risk factors) of optic nerve damage in glaucoma.26–30 High intereye correlation in patterns of functional loss would suggest that individual patients harbor unique systemic susceptibilities (e.g., genetic and environmental) to developing the same type of damage in both eyes as opposed to local eye-specific factors (e.g., intereye variations of myopia severity and optic nerve head architecture) leading to unilateral or different types of VF damage to each eye.

In a prior study, it has been reported that there are fairly high correspondence rates of VF loss within the same superior or inferior hemifield between fellow eyes.36 The prior study suggests that VF loss might be more likely to occur in the same locations in fellow eyes, although the measure used was hemifield-wise quantification, which was less optimal to precisely quantify regional VF loss.

In this study, we have used an unsupervised artificial intelligence tool termed archetypal analysis to precisely quantify regional VF defects and investigate the intereye correlations of regional VF defects. We have further developed models to predict the presence of defects in the better eye from the VF pattern of the worse eye in patients with mild to moderate glaucoma. We have shown our model details focusing on paracentral defects given their major functional consequence.37,38

Methods

The VF data used in this study were collected and managed by the Glaucoma Research Network, a consortium composed of Massachusetts Eye and Ear, Wilmer Eye Institute, New York Eye and Ear Infirmary of Mount Sinai, Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, Wills Eye Hospital, and Hamilton Eye Institute. The institutional review boards (IRB) of each ophthalmic center approved the creation of the database in this retrospective study. The IRB for this specific study was approved by Massachusetts Eye and Ear. Because of the retrospective nature of this study, the IRB waived the need for informed consent of patients. This study complies with all principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participant and Data

We included reliable VFs from our large dataset of Swedish Interactive Thresholding Algorithm Standard 24-2 VFs measured with the Humphrey Field Analyzer (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). The VF data were directly exported from the Humphrey Field Analyzer device using the Zeiss advanced license for research. The reliability criteria were fixation loss ≤ 33%, false-negative rates ≤ 20%, and false-positive rates ≤ 20%.39 The cutoffs for fixation loss and false-positive rates are based on published recommendations,40,41 and the cutoff for false-negative rates is based on the criterion used to develop archetype analysis42 and has been adapted for glaucoma identification in population-based studies.43,44

We selected the most recent VF pairs of both eyes from each subject. The worse eye was defined as the eye with the lower mean deviation (MD). To focus on mild and moderate stage glaucoma, only pairs of eyes with MD equal to or better than −12 dB in both eyes were included in our data analyses. VFs with MD equal or greater than +2 dB were excluded from
A. 16 Basic Archetype Patterns
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Figure 1. (A) An illustration of the 16 archetype (AT) patterns and corresponding nomenclature derived by artificial intelligence and clinically validated in our prior work.\(^ {42,46}\) (B) An example of the AT decomposition method using the total deviation (TD) plot. The plotting range is set from \(-38\) dB to \(+38\) dB to ensure that on the color scale white represents normal visual field sensitivities with 0 dB.

Statistical Analyses

Each total deviation (TD) plot was decomposed into 16 archetypal patterns including one normal VF pattern and 15 defect patterns determined in our prior work,\(^ {42}\) which were clinically validated in a subsequent study,\(^ {45}\) and further applied to improve glaucoma diagnosis and progression detection.\(^ {39,46-48}\) An illustration of the 16 archetype (AT) patterns and corresponding nomenclature can be found in Figure 1A. An example of VF decomposition into ATs is shown in Figure 1B. The TD plots of the left eyes were mirrored to match the orientation of the right eye. We used R language to plot all the results of VF analyses in this work.\(^ {49}\)

Pearson correlations were calculated between the TD values of the better and worse eyes at each of the 52 locations of the 24-2 VF in the temporal nasal coordinate system. In addition, intereye Pearson correlations of the VF defect pattern weighting coefficients for ATs 2 to 16 were calculated. \(P\) values were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate method.\(^ {50}\)
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Figure 2. Distribution of mean deviation (MD) values for the better (A) and worse (B) eyes. Pearson correlation coefficient of MD values between the better and worse eyes is shown in the legend. (C) Distribution of MD difference (better minus worse eyes). (D) Pearson correlation coefficients of total deviation (TD) values between the better and worse eyes at each of the 52 test locations on the 24-2 visual field. Darker red means stronger correlation.

Subsequently, logistic regression was applied to calculate the probability that a particular VF defect pattern exists in the better eye using the VF pattern coefficients of the worse eye. The presence of a VF defect was defined as a defect AT (ATs 2 to 16) weighted greater than 10% of the total. Stepwise regression using Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was performed to select the optimal combination of VF patterns in the worse eye to calculate the probability of the presence of a VF defect in the better eye. Tenfold cross-validation was applied to evaluate the performance of the models with area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) with 95% confidence intervals. In total, 15 AUC values were calculated for predicting each of 15 VF defect patterns in the better eye.

Results

In all, 63,604 pairs of VFs with MD ≥ −12 dB but < +2 dB from 63,604 patients (mean age 61.0 ± 16.7 years) were selected for data analyses. MD ranged from −11.8 to 2.0 dB and −12.0 to 2.0 dB for better and worse eyes, respectively (Figs. 2A and 2B). The average MD of the better eyes (−1.6 ± 2.2 dB) was significantly better (P < 0.001) than that of the worse eyes (−3.5 ± 3.1 dB, Fig. 2C). The Pearson correlation coefficient between MD values of the better and the worse eyes was 0.76 (P < 0.001).

The maximum intereye correlations (Pearson correlation coefficient r) between the TDs at each of the 52 locations were located in the superior rim, whereas the minimum coefficient was located in the superior paracentral region (r range: 0.37 to 0.50, P < 0.001, Fig. 2D). In general, stronger correlations occurred in the upper hemifield. The weaker r-coefficients were located in the inferotemporal and inferior arcuate regions.

Figure 3 illustrates the Pearson correlation coefficients (p values were corrected for multiple comparisons) between the weighting coefficients of the 15 defect ATs in better (vertical axis) and worse eyes (horizontal axis). The highest correlations were seen between the same archetypal defect pattern in better-worse eye pairs (r range: 0.18–0.44), with the exception of two ATs: 9 (inferotemporal defect) and 15 (nasal hemianopia). AT 9 in the worse eye had the highest correlation with AT 10 (inferior arcuate defect) in the better eye (r = 0.17), and AT 12 in the worse eye had the highest correlation with AT 15 (nasal hemianopia) in the better eye (r = 0.19). The six ATs exhibiting highest correlations with the same decomposition pattern in the fellow eye were: AT 2 (superior peripheral defect, r = 0.44), AT 7 (central scotoma, r = 0.39), AT 11 (concentric peripheral defect, r = 0.37), AT 8 (superior altitudinal defect, r = 0.32), AT 12 (temporal hemianopia, r = 0.27), and AT 14 (superior paracentral defect, r = 0.25). More details for the correlation coefficients and P values can be found in Supplementary Table S1.
The best models selected by stepwise logistic regression to calculate the probability of the presence of archetypes (AT) 2 through 16. (A) AUCs with their mean values. (B, C) Logistic regression coefficients to predict the presence (>10%) of AT 14 (B) and AT 16 (C) in the better eye using the AT coefficients of the worse eye. The numbers noted on top of the bars represent the respective statistical significance of each parameter, which were measured by the magnitude of BIC increase when a parameter was removed from the optimal model. When the BIC increase for a parameter is at least six higher than another parameter in the model, the former parameter is considered strongly more associated with the outcome than the latter parameter. From the archetypal weighting coefficients in the worse eye, the best models were selected to calculate the probability of the presence of ATs 2 through 16 (weighting coefficients > 10%) in the better eye. Model performance was evaluated by AUC through 10-fold cross-validation (Fig. 4A). The AUC was greater than 0.80 for nine ATs: AT 6 (near total loss, AUC: 0.92), AT 14 (superior paracentral defect, 0.89), AT 8 (superior altitudinal defect, 0.89), AT 16 (inferior paracentral defect, 0.88), AT 11 (concentric peripheral defect, 0.88), AT 15 (nasal hemianopia, 0.88), AT 13 (inferior altitudinal defect, 0.87), AT 12 (temporal hemianopia, 0.87), and AT 7 (central scotoma, 0.86).

Next, we focused on modeling ATs representing paracentral loss, which most adversely affect the quality of life in glaucoma patients. Figures 4B and 4C show the best models to predict the presence of AT 14 (superior paracentral defect) and 16 (inferior paracentral defect) in the better eye from the weighting coefficients in the worse eye. Superior paracentral defect (AT 14), central scotoma (AT 7), superior altitudinal defect (AT 8), nasal hemianopia (AT 15), and inferior paracentral defect (AT 16) in the worse eye were positively correlated with the presence of AT 14 in the better eye (P < 0.05). On the other hand, the normal VF (AT 1), superior peripheral defect (AT 2), concentric peripheral defect (AT 11), and temporal wedge (AT 4) in the worse eye were negatively correlated with the presence of AT 14 in the better eye (P < 0.05). In predicting inferior paracentral defects (AT 16), the same defect pattern (AT 16) in the worse eye was positively correlated (P < 0.05), while the normal VF (AT 1), superior peripheral defect (AT 2), superonasal step (AT 3), temporal wedge (AT 4), and concentric peripheral defect (AT 11) in the worse eye were negatively correlated with the presence of AT 16 in the better eye (P < 0.05). The parameters in the optimal models are presented in the descending order of the respective statistical significance measured by the magnitude of BIC increase when a parameter was removed from the optimal model. When the BIC increase for a parameter is at least six higher than another parameter in the model, the former parameter is considered strongly more associated with the outcome than the latter parameter. For instance, in predicting superior paracentral loss (AT 14) in the better eye, the BIC increase for AT 14 was 1157 higher than the BIC increase for AT 7 (central scotoma). The specific models for predicting each of the 16 ATs can be found in Supplementary Figure S1.

Finally, we illustrate examples in which our model can be useful in clinical practice. We focused on the superior paracentral defect (AT 14) and inferior paracentral defect (AT 16), because paracentral loss is most detrimental to the quality of life of glaucoma patients. In Figure 5, three consecutive VFs (each performed six months apart) are shown for the better and worse eyes of two patients. Figure 5A shows a patient who had archetype 14 as the dominant archetype in the worse eye. In the better eye, archetype
Figure 5. Three consecutive visual fields (VFs) of two patients, measured 6 months apart, in which the defect in the better eye (blue box) disappears in the second test (middle column) and reappears in the third test (right column). (A) Patient 1 has archetype 14 as the dominant VF defect; (B) Patient 2 has archetype 16 as the dominant VF defect. Our model estimates the presence of archetypes 14 and 16 (>10%) in the better eye with high probabilities at all three time points.

14 initially weighed 14.1% of the total VF, decreased to 1% on a subsequent test, and increased again to 10.4% six months later. Similarly, in Figure 5B, archetype 16 was the dominant archetype in the worse eye. In the better eye, archetype 16 initially weighed 14.8%, but decreased to 0.4% and then increased to 49.6% on subsequent tests. Our model indicates that at each of the time points (at least 58.3% likelihood), archetypes 14 and 16 should have high probabilities to weigh more than 10% in the better eye of Patients 1 and 2, respectively. Using our model, clinicians can have increased confidence that a defect is likely to be present in the better eye even though it was not seen on the actual test. Supplementary Figure S2 shows additional examples in which our model may be informative of paracentral VF defects to be developed in the follow-up tests.

Discussion

In this work, we studied the intereye correlation of VF defects based on computationally derived archetypal VF patterns using a large multicenter dataset. We found that VF defects are more likely to occur in the same regions than different regions in fellow eyes (Fig. 3). Furthermore, we demonstrated that VF defect patterns in the better eye can be accurately predicted by VF loss patterns of the worse eye. Our results suggest that in situations of test-retest uncertainty, VF patterns of the worse eye may be used as a reference to aid clinicians better detect and interpret the paracentral VF loss in the better eye and decide whether a 10-2 test is needed. The strong symmetry of VF loss patterns observed also lends insight into the pathophysiology of glaucoma.

We found that among the 15 defect ATs, 13 of them were most strongly correlated with the same AT in the other eye. This suggests that pairs of eyes are more likely to have the same defect pattern than to have different patterns in each eye. These results are in line with those of Hoffman et al.36 as discussed above, but our analysis significantly improves upon their work, as we utilized 15 computationally-derived AT patterns to quantify regional VF loss, compared with superior and inferior hemifield quantifications. Our results are also consistent with the prior findings that there were high concordance rates for structural defects in inferior and superior locations, which corresponds with typical patterns of early glaucomatous damage.13 Exceptions to this paradigm were seen in the following: an inferior arcuate defect (AT 10) was correlated more with an inferotemporal defect (AT 9) than with itself \( (r = 0.14) \) in both worse-better \( (r = 0.15) \) and better-worse \( (r = 0.17) \) eye comparisons. Similarly, nasal hemianopia (AT 15) had a stronger or equal correlation with temporal hemianopia (AT 12) than with itself \( (r = 0.10) \) in both worse-better \( (r = 0.10) \) and better-worse \( (r = 0.19) \) eye comparisons. Interestingly, both of these combinations (ATs 12/15 and ATs 9/10) are
mirror images of each other, with symmetry across the vertical axis of the VF. The correlation between ATs 12 and 15 suggest the presence of homonymous hemianopia, whereas ATs 9 and 10 likely reflect the same regional pattern of glaucomatous optic nerve damage. Overall, our finding that VF defects present in one eye are most strongly correlated with the same type of defect pattern in the fellow eye implicates that systemic/inherited factors may play a central role on vision loss in glaucoma.

Given the overall intereye symmetry of VF patterns observed, we developed models to calculate the probability of the presence of VF defects in one eye based on the fellow eye. In this work, we used the worse eye as a reference for the better eye, because defects can disappear and reappear more often in the better eye than in the worse eye. We empirically set 10% as the threshold ratio to label a VF pattern as a major defect. We found that a number of ATs, representing both glaucomatous and non-glaucomatous VF loss, can be estimated with a relatively high AUC (range, 0.86 to 0.92; Fig. 4A). These include superior altitudinal defect (AT 8, 0.89), inferior altitudinal defect (AT 13, 0.87), superior paracentral defect (AT 14, 0.89), and inferior paracentral defect (AT 16, 0.88), which are all associated with glaucomatous field loss; central scotoma (AT 7, 0.86), which is more typically seen in macular disorders; temporal (AT 12, 0.87) and nasal hemianopia (AT 15, 0.89), which occur in chiasmal and post chiasmal pathology; concentric peripheral defect (AT 11, 0.87), typically associated with rim artifacts due to hyperopic corrective lenses; and near total loss (AT 6, 0.92). The rest of the 15 VF defect patterns had lower AUC (range, 0.69 to 0.76; Fig. 4A) and included the superior peripheral defect (AT 2, 0.75), superonasal step (AT 3, 0.69), temporal wedge (AT 4, 0.70), inferonasal step (AT 5, 0.73), inferotemporal defect (AT 9, 0.78), and inferior arcuate defect (AT 10, 0.76).

The common characteristics of the latter VF archetypes are that they all represent early or mild VF loss in the peripheral region, while the former VF archetypes all had advanced VF loss or paracentral VF loss. The implications of the characteristic difference between the more predictable and less predictable archetypes relate to test-retest variability and disease pathophysiology. From the perspective of test-retest variability, prior studies reported that the test-retest variability is higher in the peripheral region compared with the paracentral region. Therefore it is reasonable that VF archetypes with peripheral loss subject to higher test-retest variability in the better eye were less predictable from the worse eye and VF archetypes with paracentral loss subject to lower test-retest variability were more predictable. It is also known that test-retest variability was higher in eyes with more severe VF loss in glaucoma. This appeared to be contradicted with our findings that the VF archetypes with more advanced VF loss were more predictable. This may be explained by prior findings that the relationship between VF loss severity and test-retest variability was nonlinear. Test-retest variability in VFs with early and advanced VF loss were relatively low and relatively high in VFs with moderate VF loss. From the perspective of disease pathophysiology, prior studies have shown that paracentral VF loss was related to systemic or genetic factors, which in theory tend to affect both eyes. It is possible that some VF loss patterns are more related to systemic/inherited factors, while some VF loss patterns are related to local eye-specific factors (e.g., intereye variations of myopia severity and optic nerve head architecture). The possible implications for glaucoma pathophysiology are discussed later in this work in detail. Furthermore, our findings that VF archetypes with more advanced VF loss were more predictable than those with early or mild VF loss might implicate that early VF loss is more random and asymmetric, and as the disease progresses, VF loss moved toward more symmetric patterns. Nevertheless, our models indicate that VF patterns of the worse eye can be used as a reference to help clinicians interpret the VF loss in the better eye. Because the ATs represent recognizable VF loss patterns and the AT decomposition protocol is publicly available, our current models can be implemented in clinical practice.

Our models can accurately predict the presence of superior (AT 14, AUC: 0.89) and inferior paracentral defects (AT 16, AUC: 0.88), which may be most relevant to the quality of life of glaucoma patients given their centrality. We have shown a clinical scenario in which paracentral defects are present, disappear, and reappear at approximate 6-month intervals. If a clinician were to only have the first two tests, a third test would typically be required 6 months or so later to determine if the defect is real. Our cross-sectional model predicts that paracentral defects should be present in the better eye at each time point. The fact that the defects reappear in the third test adds validity to our model’s estimation. Even with only the first two discordant tests with discordant results are available, clinicians may be reassured using our model that the defect is likely to be a true defect. Alternatively, the clinician might order 10-2 tests in the better eye to better detect paracentral loss. This is supported by previous findings that central VF loss seen on the 10-2 can often be missed on the 24-2 strategy. Our models can therefore improve glaucoma monitoring. Furthermore, the clinician can better inform patients about their expected course of disease, such as if paracentral
VF loss in one eye might be followed by paracentral loss in the other eye. In terms of glaucoma treatment, there has been controversy regarding whether therapy should be started in only one eye or both eyes. Given the high symmetry observed, our data support the notion that it may be reasonable to treat both eyes simultaneously even if only one eye is diagnosed with glaucoma. However, longitudinal data are needed to fully support these viewpoints.

Our findings provide valuable insight into the pathophysiology of glaucomatous optic nerve damage. The finding that VF defects present in one eye are most strongly correlated with the same type of defect pattern in the fellow eye implicates that systemic/inherited factors (e.g., gene and environment) have greater impact on glaucoma than local eye-specific factors (e.g., intereye variations of myopia severity and optic nerve head architecture), because systemic factors would likely lead to bilateral or similar VF loss patterns in fellow eyes as opposed to local eye-specific factors that would more likely produce unilateral or dissimilar VF loss patterns. Although the focus of our study is not mechanistic, our findings provide a direction for future research to find the specific determinants of this seemingly heterogeneous disease.

This study has limitations. First, this was a retrospective, cross-sectional study, so we could deduce associations at a single point in time, but not causations or longitudinal relationships. Second, our dataset only contains VF related data exported from the Humphrey Field Analyzer device. Our dataset is unlinked to any clinical data including information of glaucoma subtypes and concomitant ocular diseases that could affect intereye asymmetry. In the future, it would be interesting to further investigate how glaucoma subtypes and concomitant ocular diseases might affect the VF loss asymmetry/symmetry. Third, because VFs are subject to test-retest variability, our models were developed based on imperfect data. However, we assume that an inherent relationship exists between fellow eyes, and, as such, our models should be able to capture the overall relationship, especially given the large dataset used in this study. Lastly, the ATs used to quantify regional VF loss include defects likely related to non-glaucomatous diseases such as age-related macular degeneration or hemianopia secondary to stroke. However, patients with glaucoma can also have comorbid eye diseases, and therefore including these VF patterns could potentially make our models more practically useful.

In conclusion, using a multicenter dataset of over 63,000 pairs of eyes, we show that strong pointwise and pattern-specific VF symmetry exists between fellow eyes. VF defects in one eye are most highly correlated with the same type of defect pattern in the other eye. We developed models to predict defects in the better eye from the VF patterns of the worse eye with higher accuracy for VF archetypes with more advanced VF loss or paracentral VF loss and lower accuracy for VF archetypes with early or mild VF loss in the peripheral region. Our findings may be used to improve disease monitoring and have implications for pathophysiology of glaucoma.
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